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The Nigerian Economy and Performance of 

Financial Markets in the 1st Half of 2014 

Economic Growth   

In a major development during the first half of 2014, the 

country’s GDP was rebased, as the base year for GDP 

estimation was changed to 2010 from 1990. This adjustment 

resulted in Nigeria becoming the largest economy in Africa, 

with an estimated GDP of $510bn as at 31 December 2013. 

With a weight of 36%, services overtook agriculture as the 

largest component of GDP, while agriculture’s contribution 

shrank to 20% from 40%, and manufacturing activities 

increased from 3.9% to 7.2%. While the rebasing exercise is 

considered a mere statistical adjustment, it does reflect the 

fact that the Nigerian economy is more diversified than 

previously believed. It also provides a basis for more interest 

from foreign investors. 

Even with the rebasing, current realities suggest that H1 

2014 economic growth may not deviate significantly from its 

historical pattern. Specifically, the oil sector remained under 

threat during the period, as frequent disruptions in crude oil 

production, due to theft and pipeline vandalization, resulted 

in an average daily crude production of ~1.8million 

barrels/day as against the budgeted production level of 

2.38million barrels/day. This implies that most of H1-2014 

growth would have come from the non-oil sectors of the 

economy. 

Monetary Policy 

The CBN continued with its tight monetary stance for most 

of the first half of the year, as the monetary policy rate 

(MPR) was maintained at 12% while the cash reserve ratios 

on public and private sector deposits were further increased 

from 50% and 12% to 75% and 15%, respectively. The 

increase in CRR was supplemented by treasury bill auctions, 

under Open Market Operations (OMO), to continuously 

mop up systemic liquidity. However, subsequent to the 

leadership change at the CBN in February 2014 , there was 

a change of approach as systemic liquidity was allowed to 

build up. Specifically, total OMO issuance in H1 summed 

up to N2.4trn as against maturing amounts of N3.9trn, 

leaving about N1.4trn in the system. In response to the high 

levels of liquidty, overnight interest rates declined from a 

year high of 17% recorded in March 2014 to close the 

period at 10.50%.  

Inflation 

Although there was a reversal in the downward trend 

witnessed during most of 2013, inflation remained within 

single-digits in the first half of 2014. Headline inflation 

touched a 6-year low of 7.7% in February 2014, though it 

later reversed its downward trend, hitting a year high of 8% 

in May 2014. Factors that drove inflation higher include 

higher cost of fuel and increases in food prices, which 

pushed food inflation to a 9-month high of 9.7%. Imported 

food inflation also rose to 8.7% year-on-year in May 2014 

from a December level of 7.1%, on account of naira 

depreciation.   

The Naira 

The naira held stable at the official market but witnessed 

significant volatility at the interbank market as the spread 

between the official and interbank rates widened by 

~200bps during the period. Currency volatility was 

attributed to heavy dollar demand on account of the exit of 

foreign portfolio investors, an outcome of the onset of less 

accommodative monetary policy in the US, and an abrupt 

leadership change at the Central Bank of Nigeria. Notably, 

sales of dollars in H1-2014 increased by 56% and 10% 

from H1-2013 and H2-2013 levels, respectively. 

Furthermore, frequent disruption of Nigeria’s oil 

production triggered a 14% drop in the level of Nigeria’s 

external reserves to $37.4bn. However, stability returned to 

the forex market during Q2-2014 as average monthly 

foreign exchange sales declined from Q1-2014 levels of 

$3.21bn to $2.68bn during Q2-2014. Notably, in the equity 

market, foreign investor outflows declined from the average 

net outflow of N101bn seen in Q1 to N17bn in April and 

May 2014. Overall, the naira depreciated by 2.62% at the 

interbank market to close the first half of the year at 

N163/$.  

Financial Markets 

After a lull in primary market activity for many years, there 

was a resurgence in H1-2014 as companies like Seplat & 

Caverton Offshore Support Group listed their shares on the 

stock exchange. The listing of the two companies increased 

market capitalization by 3%. However, in the secondary 

market, equities were impacted negatively by the exit of 

foreign investors during Q1-2014. Moderately positive 

corporate earnings scorecards and an increase in Nigeria’s 

weight in the Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI) 

Frontier Market Index in May subsequently triggered a 

reversal of the negative trend and spurred market 

performance into a marginally positive return of 2.79% for 

the first half of the year.  

In the primary fixed income market, the Debt Management 

Office (DMO) sold a total of N465bn of bonds in H1-2014 

while the Central Bank sold bills worth N2.23trn to 

refinance maturities of N2.07trn, implying a N154.3bn net 

issuance of treasury bills. Yield levels in the fixed income 
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market were driven by both external sector developments 

and systemic liquidity levels. Specifically, the mass exit of 

foreign portfolio investors triggered a rise in yields during 

Q1-2014. On the other hand, towards the end of Q2, yields 

were driven lower by high liquidity and a change of 

approach by the CBN. On average, treasury bills & bond 

yields declined by 134 & 150 basis points, respectively, in 

H1-2014. 

The ARM Pension RSA Fund 

Despite headwinds witnessed in both the equity and fixed 

income markets, the strategy to stay cautious in the equity 

market while optimizing the performance of fixed income 

securities held within the portfolio was positive for the 

Fund. The ARM Pensions RSA fund delivered a 5.43%[i] 

return to our esteemed clients during H1-2014, extending 

cumulative return, since inception, to 156.51% as the Fund 

closed the period at an all-time high of N2.5651[ii] 

 

*Past performance does not guarantee future results 

The Outlook 

Economic Growth 

Regardless of the GDP rebasing; i.e., a higher base for 

comparison, we retain our earlier expectation for Nigeria to 

post an economic growth figure within the 6.75% to 7.25% 

range. This is based on our view that the non-oil sector will 

continue to drive growth as benefits of reforms in the 

power, agriculture and transportation sectors of the 

economy start to trickle in. The non-oil sector is now better 

represented in output data, with 13 new sectors 

contributing 9% to GDP now captured. Of note, risks to 

our forecast include the rising spate of insecurity and attacks 

by insurgents, issues of oil theft, and prolonged delay in 

passing of the Petroleum Industry Bill (PIB), which may 

constrain oil sector growth.  

Monetary Policy, Interest Rates & the Naira 
In line with the articulated vision of the recently appointed 

Central Bank governor, we anticipate a more dovish 

monetary policy stance in the medium term. However, 

sustained pressure on the Naira, resurgent inflation and 

continuous uptick in the fiscal deficit, in a pre-election year, 

are factors that may force the central bank to maintain tight 

monetary policy in the short term. Therefore, we expect 

guided liquidity management and modest credit expansion 

in the coming period. 

Inflation 

Whilst we expect early harvest of cereals and tubers to 

provide some reprieve for inflation in Q3-2014, we are 

concerned that an increase in the spate of nomadic conflicts 

and insecurity in some food producing states in Northern 

Nigeria may exacerbate pressure on food prices and 

headline inflation. Moreover, significant depreciation of the 

naira remains a key risk to our inflation expectation during 

the second half of the year. Overall, we expect inflation to 

stay within single digits for the rest of the year. 

Financial Markets 

In light of huge systemic liquidity, we expect yields on fixed 

income securities to remain subdued for the rest of the year. 

This view is particularly hinged on the CBN’s recent 

adoption of a seemingly passive role in liquidity 

management. However, we believe that the aforementioned 

challenges of currency volatility, falling reserves and rising 

inflation should preclude any significant decline in interest 

rates until after the 2015 general elections. 

In the equity market, we believe that if foreign investor 

liquidity continues to decline amidst improvement in 

developed market economies and potential concerns around 

socio-political unrest, we may see a tepid performance from 

the broad equity index. Fundamentally too, as banks 

struggle to grow credit, and consumer goods companies 

struggle to grow volumes on account of crises in the 

northern part of the country, we expect the equity market to 

trade sideways into the end of the year. On the other hand, 

falling fixed income yields may provide some support for the 

equity market as investors search for higher returns. We 

anticipate that reform induced growth themes may spur 

investor activity in selected stocks. 

The ARM Pensions Promise 

Being a pre-election year, we will stay cautious for the rest of 

2014 and retain our value investing philosophy. Our focus 

will be to invest in assets we consider undervalued in both 

the equity and fixed income market. We will also take 

advantage of any liquidity-induced volatility in the fixed 

income market to build portfolio duration as necessary. 

Overall, we remain committed to staying disciplined in our 

approach as we optimally invest your pension funds without 

losing sight of the need to ensure safety. We thank you for 

entrusting us with your pension. Tomorrow is looking good! 

 

                                                             
[i] Net of fees 

                                                                                                     
[ii] Net of fees 
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